kendal
With its handsome oak effect framed doors, attractive graining and clean, uncluttered lines Kendal creates an
immediate impression - individual touches such as pilasters add even further to the appeal. Complemented
by contemporary chrome effect hardware and textured slate effect worktop it looks the very epitome of
the modern hardworking kitchen - very much a stylish focus for full-on family living. Alternatively, try a
different look featured inset, with solid timber worktops, traditional handles and curved end panels. The solid
oak folding doors add to this, making the most of your garden in a practical and stylish way (see pages 146-147).
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hamilton

bright idea…

With this prestige kitchen, we’ve used little more than the outstanding beauty of solid and

with these over-cornice lights.

Show off Hamilton’s beauty

veneered oak to create a supremely impressive design. The quality of the natural timber
speaks for itself; we’ve simply added Shaker style, framed panelling and elegant satin nickel
handles to enhance the radiant, honey-coloured oak. To keep the focus on this magnificent
range, we’ve set it against a very neutral backdrop with a contemporary bias, however, it
would be equally at home in stronger or more traditional surroundings.
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maldon

stylish options...
Shake up the Shaker style even

Utterly of the moment yet built to serve you handsomely long into the future,

more with the chunky tube bar

Maldon takes classic Shaker style and gives it a refreshing update. Take a look

handle. Also shown here with

at the cool, birch effect door frontals with their well balanced rails and stiles,

Spacia Stone tiles in ceramic

complemented by designer worktops and accessories. An altogether original

black, by Amtico (see page 120).

and stunning kitchen with a unique blend of laid back feel and up-front flair.
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denby

opening time...
Bring sunshine inside by simply

Understated elegance meets total practicality in this gorgeous oak effect family kitchen.

sliding open the solid oak

Built to take modern living in its stride Denby blends Shaker styling with subtle graining to

folding doors.

create a kitchen that combines luxurious looks with down-to-earth practicality. The slate
grey ceramic flooring tones beautifully with the worktops and simply shrugs off stains and
marks. The ideal spot to enjoy your morning coffee, the smart breakfast bar is natural oak,
matching the elegant solid oak folding doors and windows.
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chilton

signature style...
Complete this kitchen with

The Chilton range has the ability to appear as modern or as classic as you

a oceanus chrome tap,

like, depending on your choice of accessories and appliances. Easy on the

see page 106.

eye, it’s our latest re-invention of the Shaker heritage, finished in mellow
cream and boasting distinctive wider rails than stiles. To maintain the
ambience of welcoming warmth, try complementing Chilton with solid
oak timber worktops and flooring.
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ottawa

get the look…
See pages 109-113 for our range

Here’s a perfect example of how to take a classic design and make it highly contemporary

of top brand appliances which

and ultra chic. Simple Shaker panelling forms the basis of this striking look. We’ve chosen

includes cooker hoods as well

a crisp white colour to add freshness and vitality, and given it a gleaming, glossy finish for

as hobs and ovens.

that extra modern edge. Matt chrome rectangular knobs add stylish detail and we’ve
teamed Ottawa with a dark laminate worktop for a dramatic contrast.
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padstow

signature style...
Complete this kitchen with

The traditional style of the Padstow kitchen will grace any home.

polished pewter T-Handles,

In soft cream, it features plain drawer frontals and panelled doors,

see page 98.

the sink and tap draw upon the traditional heritage of the range
whereas the stainless steel appliances add a modern element.
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albany *

58

edmonton*

Modernism at its best. Combining high-gloss work surfaces with the

This contemporary kitchen with its up-to-the-minute beech-effect finish

textural quality of a maple-effect finish. Albany’s contemporary good

provides style and elegance. Simple, Shaker style doors complete the

looks merge with the subtle design details that make it so distinctive

uncluttered look. The optional stainless steel effect bar handles used

– like the stylish brushed steel handles. This kitchen works superbly in a

here enhance the clean lines. Teamed with contrasting dark worktops and

modern environment, but is equally at home in a more traditional room.

slate-coloured flooring this stunning kitchen is the epitome of modernity.

*Subject to availability.

*Subject to availability.
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camberley cream

get the look…
12 foot solid oak folding doors
from Magnet Trade’s range

Offering all the aesthetic appeal of a high-end painted kitchen, this sophisticated design

concertina away smoothly to

exudes traditional character and charm. Finished in a warm, matt shade of cream with raised

bring you the great outdoors in

and fielded panels for added depth, the effect is complemented here by gently contoured

widescreen (see pages 146-147).

curved end panels and the sheer quality of 40mm solid oak worktops. Complete this
traditional look with the latest Spacia Stone tiles in ceramic chocolate by Amtico.
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princeton

bright ideas...
Princeton can be styled

Princeton means elegance. The framed cream styling, the ceramic sink and

alternatively with contemporary

stainless steel appliances are enough in themselves to make a kitchen that

style pilasters and handles to give

is a model of taste and sophistication. With the option of traditional or

a very different look.

contemporary pilasters, handles and knobs, this range can be styled to two
different looks, bringing a truly versatile approach to traditional kitchen styling.
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henley

want something
different?...

Created in a warm and practical shade of cream that hints at the past while

For a more traditional feel,

being right up to the minute, Henley features elegant wider rails than stiles,

team this kitchen up with

which are partnered by Shaker style tongue and grooved centre panels. Here,

walnut knobs, see page 99.

three piece handles and stainless steel accessories provide an eye-catching
design contrast, with Magnet Trade solid walnut flooring completing the look.
Henley is equally at home in a modern or traditional setting.
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hargrave*

individual touches...
Polished pewter handles, glass-

Where traditional and contemporary exist side-by-side. Hargrave is a beautiful

fronted cabinets, quirky taps;

example of a rustic timber kitchen but is equally at home in a more modern

details such as these can help

setting. The warm oak frontals and solid frames are elegantly complemented

you give the kitchen your very

by a contrasting granite effect laminate worktop and discreet pewter handles.

own personal signature.

Plain glazing completes the look of this most flexible and stylish of kitchens.

*Subject to availability.
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davenport

get the look...
Add to the elegance and create

With its sophisticated raised and field fascias and deep, rich walnut effect hues

a warm glow with glazed top

Davenport is a design that glories in its timeless traditional appeal. Available in both

boxes lit from within.

doorline and drawerline, Davenport’s de luxe features include capacious deep pan
drawers. Here Shaker serena panelled doors match the warmth of the walnut, while
taurus black gloss worktops create a dramatic contrast and angled steel D handles
provide a truly distinctive touch.
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magnet 600
contract magnet 500/600
Simplicity and practicality are the order of the day in the Magnet 600 kitchen. All door and drawer
frontals are faced both sides with easy-clean melamine, whilst the clean, white finish creates a light,
airy feel. Full-width, easy grip aluminium handles and grey lava rock worktops provide an attractive,
functional complement. The Contract Magnet range contains 170° hinges as standard and individual
150mm plinths with the doors attached to the unit.
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